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while it can be rather simple to play the game in a handful of matches (and we'd advise that
you do so), matchpoint does have enough of a story component where you can see yourself
lose a few matches early on and see some of the drama in those matches, and see how you

fared during them. the story features nine different draws and each one has you face a
different set of challenges. you can play a practice match to get a feel for the mechanics of

the game and how your character moves and changes, or it could be used to see how you fare
at different points in your character development. you can also choose to play an exhibition

match where you start against players that have a single game experience to rack up stats or
take on an ai opponent for a set or two. matchpoint offers a robust set of gameplay

mechanics and modes to play in, not just because theres a variety of single-player content for
you to play through, but because theres also a full story mode that has you playing through a

tournament. the first round of the tournament is over and youve already played a few
matches, so you can now begin to see that things arent as good as they seem. your best

friend isnt as nice as he seemed and has been cheating in some matches, so you want to find
out why. the second round begins and you begin to investigate, with new rivalries to forge
and new events to take part in. youll notice some subtle storytelling choices here, and the
character development system lets you shape your character a bit more than you might

imagine through your decisions and the way you interact with others.
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